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ABSTRACT

The purpose of the multi-mode evasive vehicle, as defined by the U.S. Army Armored
Vehicle Command, is to provide an automatically steered moving platform for a target
silhouette which will be used for tank gunnery evaluation. The vehicle, as well as its
guidance and control systems, must be rugged enough to withstand battle conditions, rough
terrain, hostile weather conditions, and the impact of dummy shells on its superstructure.
The vehicle’s steering and speed control are accomplished remotely by signals sent via a
guide wire laid on the ground. The Army Wire-Following-Vehicle (WFV) represents new
technology in the area of automatic vehicle guidance and has a host of potential
applications, both military (such as a target drone) and civilian (such as underground
mining and rescue as well as surface mass transit on electronic guide ways).

For an high-order non-linear system, such as the WFV with its guidance and speed control
subsystems, the final design must be generated and verified by non-linear time-response
simulation. This paper describes the time-response simulation studies undertaken by the
authors in support of the development and validation of the guidance/steering subsystem of
the WFV (including the vehicular motion on some sample guided courses). Such
simulation is the cheapest and quickest way to determine the design tolerances and hence,
the field worthiness of the WFV. The WFV guidance system hardware design based on the 



continuous time-response simulation reported in this study has resulted in successful
accomplishment of desired performance goals.

PROBLEM DEFINITION

The WFV target was developed under the auspices of the U.S. Army Armor and Engineer
Board, Ft. Knox, KY, with the intended use of tank fire control system evaluation. In order
to increase the realistic effects of the target, the target was not to be artificially protected
(by earth embankments, for example) and the tank under evaluation was to be allowed to
fire on the target using inert shells.

The chassis and power plant were constructed by the U.S. Army Armor and Engineer
Board with the goal of combining high maneuverability and low cost. With this goal
surplus components were selected: the chassis was an AMC M175 1-1/4 ton truck and the
power plant was a Ford V8 engine. The primary modifications consisted of removing the
body, transmission, and front wheel drive, and installing the V8 engine and automatic
transmission. Wide tires were added to improve surface cohesion. A separate contractor
(Wood Ivy, Inc.) installed the electronic logic, including the speed control, and initially
modified the chassis for remote control. The completed baseline vehicle undergoing test at
Edwards AFB is shown in Fig. 1.

The objective of JPL’s development program was to provide a guidance system which
would automatically control the vehicle’s path and velocity over a prelaid course of
10 miles maximum. In addition, the guidance system’s performance was to allow the
vehicle to reproduce typical tank attack maneuvers. Two such basic maneuvers are a high
speed (>50 mph) straight line dash and a high lateral acceleration (>0.5g) sinusoidal
maneuver. These two maneuvers were used to develop the following three performance
specifications:

• Straight line stability at speeds up to 50 mph.

• A lateral acceleration (“cornering”) capability established by 1/2 of the cohesion
limited acceleration up to a maximum of 0.5g.

• A speed control capability of ±10% of the commanded speed.

These specifications represented an order of magnitude increase in the cornering capability
of automatically guided vehicles. Most previous systems (Ref. 1 and 2) have emphasized
highway type operations where lateral accelerations were limited to 0.05g. Banked turns
were assumed for high speeds, and maneuvering capabilities were minimized. In addition,
a single forward mounted antenna was typically used as a sensor. Ito (Ref. 2) used a



continuous, relative strength antenna, while the Ohio State University (Ref. 1) developed a
quantized antenna which was independent of field strength. All antennas were limted to a
lateral displacement of ~1/2 ft., while a displacement capability of ±3 ft. was needed for
the WFV.

The results of a time response simulation of the lateral guidance system performance is
presented below. For a complete description of the WFV, including the speed control
system, see Reference 3.

LATERAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A block diagram of the overall lateral guidance system (hereinafter referred to as the
guidance system), is shown in Fig. 2. The vehicle’s geometrical relationships are shown in
Fig. 3 and pertinent vehicle parameters are shown in Table I.

The guidance system consists of the following: a guideway determined by a manually
positioned wire and energized by a 6 kHz sine wave signal, front and rear position sensing
antennas, the signal processing electronics, the steering servo, and the vehicle steering
components (linkages, wheels, etc.)

The antennas are based on the design developed by Ohio State Univ. Physically the front
and rear antennas are identical and consist of 16 sensing elements mounted over a 6 ft.
span. The output of these antennas provide discrete position (staircase) information at
~4 1/2 in. intervals over a 6 ft. range.

The processing electronic block diagram is shown in Fig. 4. The front antenna error signal
(E) is fed through a proportional plus integral network and then divided by velocity. The
difference between the front and rear antennas error signals (R) is fed through a
proportional gain. These two error signals are then summed and divided by velocity again
to produce the steering command (*).

The steering servo is a closed loop, electromechanical system acting directly on the
vehicle’s steering linkage. A modified automotive power steering pump was used to supply
hydraulic pressure to the servo valve, which in turn controlled a double acting hydraulic
cylinder. In order to assure good response and to minimize inertia, the hydraulic cylinder
was coupled directly to the steering linkage and the steering wheel gear linkage was
disconnected. Servo feedback was via a rotary potientiometer connected to the steering
linkage. Experimental results indicated a steering servo response of ~2 Hz.

Modification to the WFV’s suspension were made to increase the coefficient of friction
and to separate the roll and pitch/yaw frequencies. Wide tread tires were installed and



“stiffer” shock absorbers were used. The original front wheel drive axle was retained,
giving high steering mechanism inertias and mechanical hysteresis. Ballast was used to
give the WFV neutral steering characteristics.

Table I.  Wire Following Vehicle Parameters

Vehicle Weight 4000 lb.
Wheelbase 10.7 ft.
Distance from c.g. to front antenna - 8.8 ft.
Distance from c.g. to rear antenna - 9.4 ft.
Tread Width - 6.5 ft.
Moment of Inertia about vertical axis - 3920 slug/ft2

Front tire cornering force - 10 x 103 lb/rad.

TIME RESPONSE SIMULATION BLOCK DIAGRAM/RESULTS

The generalized block diagram for the guidance of a WFV is shown in Figure 4. A detailed
discussion of the various feedback loops and functional blocks of Figure 4 as well as a set
of 3 degree-of-freedom (DOF) equations of motion representing a moving vehicle
dynamics are contained in Reference 4. Due to the modifications made in the vehicle
chassis, shocks and tires, for all practical purposes, the WFV roll-steer coupling was
absent; hence, in this analysis, degenerate 2-DOF equations of motion (based on the
3-DOF model contained in Reference 4) were used to describe the WFV lateral-directional
dynamics. These equations assumed a stiff suspension with small roll motions, and
linearized tire properties operating on a paved surface. Some of the basic simulated vehicle
dynamic characteristics were plotted in Reference 3 as a function of the operating speed of
the WFV. These show that:

• As speed increases, the steady-state yaw velocity gain of the vehicle (i.e., the
amplitude ratio of yaw velocity to wheel deflection or steering angle) increased
roughly in proportion to speed.

• The WFV had very nearly “neutral” steering properties up to 50 mph, implying that
WFV yaw rate is closely proportional to both steering (front wheel deflection)
angle and speed. This fortuitous property permits the simplified guidance design
given in Figure 4.

• As speed increased, the yaw response of the vehicle became slower (i.e., the phase
lag increased).



• The phase lag due to the steering servo actuator was relatively large and
represented most of the net WFV phase lag at low speeds.

The preceding response properties are fundamental in defining guidance system
requirements for the WFV. The performance of the closed-loop WV was limited by the
electromechanical servo/actuator characteristics as well as the vehicle dynamics. Also, it
was evident from the above that some form of speed compensation was essential to
achieve reasonably consistent performance as speed varied. Selection of the appropriate
gain values is based on a compromise between resultant system response bandwidth (i.e.,
rapidity) and damping (i.e., tendency to exhibit oscillations and overshoot). The sensitivity
to inadvertent changes in system gain (e.g., due to tires suddenly operating on a soft or
slippery surface, or in accuracies in vehicle physical parameters) must also be considered
in gain selection. In order to satisfy the guidance equation of Figure 4 and maintain a
reasonable operating signal level for a wide dynamic gain range (gain varies inversely to
the square of velocity), the block diagram of Figure 5 was generated in which the gains
shown in Figure 4 can be redistributed at selected discrete speeds to produce the desired
results.

The 2-DOF vehicle equations of motion for the WFV simulation contain the following
simplifying assumptions:

• Fixed forward steady-state velocity, no longitudinal dynamics.

• Vehicle inertial symmetry about the vertical plane containing the longitudinal axis
of the WFV.

• Sprung body rolling about a kinematic roll axis; unsprung and rigid wheels/tires
remain in contact with road and surface.

• Small kinematic angles, i.e., sin X = X, cos X = 1, for heading and roll angle
displacements and velocities.

• Negligible changes in tire (side force/slip angle) and suspension (steer/roll angle)
properties.

These assumptions are consistent with the preliminary nature of this analysis of WFV
dynamics, particularly at the lower lateral acceleration levels (less than 0.3g). The resultant
equations of motion are linear, and these have been found to be representative even at
higher lateral acceleration levels, for nominal vehicle/roadway conditions.



Simulated step input time responses for the refined WFV are shown in Figure 6 (a-d) and
Figure 7 based on estimates and measures of the vehicle properties as given in
Reference 4. The JPL-designed antennas are quantized (i.e., they yield a “staircase”
voltage output for linearly increasing input, viz., lateral displacement with respect to the
wire). However, for purposes of initial analyses they are considered as linear elements.
The servo actuator (valve, hydraulic cylinder and linkage) likewise, can have its own
internal dynamics, nonlinearities, etc.; for these analyses the servo was represented by its
net effective closed-loop properties (e.g., transfer function), experimentally determined.

The WFV motion variables plotted for two different WFV speeds (6.8 mph and 25 mph) in
Figures 6 and 7 are front and rear axle center displacement error with respect to the wire
(a), WFV relative heading error (deg) with respect to the wire (b) , input voltage to the
servo valve (c) and finally the average front wheel angle (d). The response at two different
WFV speeds (Figure 6 for Vo = 6.8 mph and Figure 7 for Vo = 25 mph) are shown. The
input in each case was a small (1 ft) abrupt displacement of the wire under the front
antenna.

The step responses of Figures 6(a) and 7 show that for Kc =1 (low overall loop gain), the
WFV has a slow and underdamped lateral position response. Note the large settling times
(about 10 secs) in each of the quantities plotted in Figures 6 and Figure 7, although the
magnitude of the deviations are small enough to keep the wire placed in between the
wheels of the WFV and hence, within the range of the front and rear bumper mounted
antenna. This large settling time is primarily due to the mechanical components of the
vehicle and is principally responsible for the “poor” performance of the vehicle when
following a “piecewise” continuous curve consisting of linear segments, rather than a
curve with continuous rate of change of curvature. It is obvious from the block diagram of
Figure 4 as well as the time response simulation data, that the angular direction sensing
loop of the overall servo contributes less than 10% of the overall error-correcting voltage
to the steering servo. The reason behind this is strictly analytical and derives from the fact
that the vehicle has a long wheel base (18.4 ft) and large lateral deviations of the wheel are
required to generate sufficient angular deviation.

Due to appropriate gain switching in the block diagram shown in Figure 5, such response
appears to improve at higher speeds (6.8 mph in Figure 6 vs. 25 mph in Figure 7). For both
the preceding speeds, Figures 6(a) and 7, the transport lag between the front and aft
antenna caused by the motion of the vehicle is quite evident (note the behavior in
Figure 6(a-d) with the response around 1.8 secs). The heading angle response
(Figures 6(b)) appears relatively small and in some circumstances may even be less than
the one “quanta” of the segmented antenna. In the segmented antenna case, it appears the
WFV will limit cycle at amplitudes corresponding to one or two quanta and guidance loop
stability would be adversely affected for small amplitude excursions. Reference 4 shows



response curves when the overall Kc (shown in Figure 5) is doubled. In this case, the
rapidity of the step response is increased, and the damping is not appreciably reduced,
indicating improved overall response quality. As is indicated in Figure 5, the trim
integrator is shorted out at under 15 mph (KI = 0) to eliminate WFV “hunting” caused by
the integrator pole at the origin. Thus, the time responses of Figure 6 does not include the
integrator feedback while that of Figure 7 reflect the effect of the integrator. Based on the
preceding comparison, one is led to speculate about the usefulness of the integrator
feedback loop. Indeed there is no particular advantage of the integrator for straight-line
course following, but the integrator is needed to eliminate the steady-state “hang-off” error
that would otherwise ,be present when the WFV tries to follow a constant radius circle.
Even for a very gradual 0.05g lateral acceleration curve, the steady-state value of the
lateral displacement error, (Ess) is 2 ft; and for the target turn of 0.5g, the indicated “hang-
off” error would be about 20 ft. which is unacceptable.

FIELD TESTING AND SIMULATION VALIDATION

The analytical results included the effects of the transition from a straight line (radius = 4)
to a curved segment (radius = constant, K) and provide a gradually changing radius (i.e.,
spiral, 4 > r > K). The actual wire course, laid out on a dry lake bed at Edwards AFB,
Rosamond, CA was intended to duplicate an operational course and was laid out manually.
Straight lines were sighted in visually, and curves were marked with a rope compass and
then approximated with straight line segments. This radius of curvature varied between 4
and zero at the connecting points of the straight segments.

The analytical effort provided a linear approximation to a very non-linear system, with
very good results. Predictions of system and loop gains were within 10% as given in
Ref. 3. While the gross performance (i.e., the maximum bounds) was predicted by the
linear analysis, the actual response of the vehicle was perturbed by the non-linear
elements. Instrumentation data consisted of strip chart recordings which provided only
approximate performance results.

It appears that the primary reason for correlation between the analysis and the
experimental results was due to the vehicle inertia and steering response. That is, the
vehicle could not respond to the antenna measurement non-linearities, but instead
established a 1 Hz limit cycle (the expected natural frequency) as a result of these non-
linearities. Curve tracking proved to be a problem. On a “constant radius” curve as
described previously, the change of direction between line segments represents a large step
input into the steering servo, and actually created peak lateral accelerations much higher
than the average acceleration. During the sinusoid lateral acceleration phase, peak
acceleration was limited by the effect of the integrator. While the integrator was needed to
maintain a constant steering angle (*) with minimal offset, it also required a small amount



of time to null the offset integral when the direction (i.e., left to right) of the curve was
reversed and a change in was needed. In other words, the vehicle would overshoot the
curve reversal until the integrator “caught up”.

CONCLUSIONS

Satisfactory performance was obtained. That is, the vehicle remained controllable at
straight line speeds of 50 mph as well as lateral accelerations which reached the limitation
imposed by 1/2 the available coefficient of friction. The vehicle remained within ± 3 ft of
the reference wire. This indicates that the simplified analysis described above is valid in
predicting performance of the VFW.

Though the time response simulation presented accurately predicted the performance of
the vehicle, further analysis and simulation are needed to provide detailed information
about the WFV’s performance during actual operation; viz, on entering or leaving corners,
the effect of curve discontinuities, etc. In addition, non-linearities introduced by the actual
hardware should be simulated. However, this initial 2-DOF simulation has indicated that it
is capable of producing useful and accurate results and can be used to evaluate changes in
the vehicles configuration.
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Figure 1.  US Army/JPL Wire Following Vehicle

Figure 2.  Guidance Loop Block Diagram

Figure 3.  Wire/Vehicle Kinematics



Figure 4.  Guidance Loop Simulation Block Diagram



Figured 5.  Gain Allocation in Processing Electronics



Figure 6.  System Response at 6.8 mph



Figure 7.  System Response at 25 mph




